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University of Cambridge tion detectors (EMDs; Buchner, 1984).
In flies, prolonged exposure to high image velocitiesDowning Street
Cambridge, CB2 3EJ reduces the response magnitude of lobula plate cells
and increases their sensitivity to changes in image ve-United Kingdom
locity (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985). Similar changes
are observed psychophysically in humans (Thompson,
1981; Clifford and Langley, 1996; Bex et al., 1999). TheseSummary
experiments suggest that adaptation shifts and rescales
the operating range of motion-sensitive cells (MaddessIn many species, including humans, exposure to high
and Laughlin, 1985) to match the statistics of the stimu-image velocities induces motion adaptation, but the
lus velocity distribution, so maximizing informationneural mechanisms are unclear. We have isolated two
transmission (Brenner et al., 2000).mechanisms that act on directionally selective motion-
Previous authors suggested that motion adaptationsensitive neurons in the fly’s visual system. Both are
(in insects and mammals) shifts the operating rangedriven strongly by movement and weakly, if at all, by
of the motion pathway to higher image velocities byflicker. The first mechanism, a subtractive process, is
shortening the delay filter in the EMDs (de Ruyter vandirectional and is only activated by stimuli that excite
Steveninck et al., 1986; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1987; Clif-the neuron. The second, a reduction in contrast gain,
ford et al., 1997). However, our recent study (Harris etis strongly recruited by motion in any direction, even
al., 1999) found little change in the temporal and spatialif the adapting stimulus does not excite the cell. These
tuning properties of fly motion-sensitive cells followingmechanisms are well designed to operate effectively
adaptation, showing that motion adaptation does notwithin the context of motion coding. They can prevent
significantly alter the inherent velocity optimum of thesaturation at susceptible nonlinear stages in pro-
EMDs. What mechanism does underlie motion adap-cessing, cope with rapid changes in direction, and
tation?preserve fine structure within receptive fields.
Here we demonstrate that motion adaptation induces
a profound decrease in the contrast sensitivity of flyIntroduction
motion-sensitive cells. There are two major components
of this adaptation: first, an after-potential, antagonisticSensory neurons have a limited signaling range but must
to recent activity in the cell; second, a contrast gaincode stimulus intensities that may vary over many orders
reduction that is only recruited by moving patterns butof magnitude. For example, adaptation in retinas shifts
is direction insensitive. The two components thus havethe operating range of photoreceptors and neurons to
distinct properties that suggest adaptation at two sepa-match the prevailing stimulus distribution, thus improv-
rate locations in the motion pathway.ing coding efficiency (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984;
Thus, the motion pathway adapts to high speeds notLaughlin, 1994). Similar adaptive processes operate in
by shifting its inherent tuning in the stimulus (i.e., veloc-higher-order neurons, but the mechanisms and func-
ity) domain but by changing its sensitivity to a separatetions of these processes are less clear. Motion-selective
stimulus parameter, image contrast. There are strikingneurons adapt upon exposure to high image velocities
parallels between motion adaptation in fly neurons and(Maddess and Laughlin, 1985; Giaschi et al., 1993; Ibbot-
motion-sensitive units in the mammalian visual system,son et al., 1998; Mather et al., 1998). What strategies
suggesting that common principles may govern the neu-does the visual system use to modify the response prop-
ral coding of motion in diverse species.erties of motion-sensitive cells?
Motion-sensitive HS cells in the fly lobula plate are
Resultsparticularly amenable for studies of motion processing.
We can work with the same readily identifiable neurons
Cell Responsesin every experiment, which have well-defined roles in
Intracellular recordings were made from HS cells in thethe animal’s behavior (Hausen, 1993). Behavioral and
lobula plate of the dronefly Eristalis tenax (see Experi-electrophysiological studies in many animals, including
mental Procedures). Because HS cells respond to visualthe fly, indicate that a correlation-based mechanism is
stimuli with graded changes in membrane potentialused to detect image motion (Hassenstein and Rei-
rather than spikes, we can observe changes in responsechardt, 1956; Reichardt, 1961; Barlow and Levick, 1965;
properties without the severe nonlinearity imposed byBuchner, 1984; van Santen and Sperling, 1985; Wolf-
a spike threshold. Depending on the direction of motion,
visual stimuli depolarize or hyperpolarize HS cells by up
* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: sl104@
to 612 mV relative to the cell’s resting potential (Figurescam.ac.uk).
1A and 2). Depolarizing graded responses are accompa-† Present address: Department of Zoology, Box 351800, University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195. nied by small spikelets that are the result of active so-
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Figure 1. Motion Adaptation in Fly HS Cells
(A) Example response of an HS cell to the
motion adaptation protocol. A sinusoidal
grating (30% contrast, 5 Hz temporal fre-
quency, 0.1 cycles/8 spatial frequency) is pre-
sented during the first test period, followed
by a 4 s presentation of a strongly adapting
stimulus (sinusoidal grating, 95% contrast, 20
Hz, 0.02 cycles/8). The test stimulus is then
immediately represented. The response to
the test grating is much reduced after adap-
tation.
(B) Responses of HS cells to test gratings of
different contrasts before and after adapta-
tion (protocol as in [A], means and standard
errors, n 5 15 trials, 12 cells). Test and adapt-
ing stimuli presented in preferred direction.
Responses calculated as the mean mem-
brane potential between 100 and 300 ms fol-
lowing onset of the test stimuli as indicated
by shaded bars in (A) (see Experimental Pro-
cedures). Responses for each cell were nor-
malized to an unadapted resting potential of
0 and a maximum unadapted response of 1.
dium conductances in the cell’s dendrites (Haag and unadapted cell responds to contrasts as low as 4%
and saturates at around 20%. Adaptation reduces theBorst, 1996)
The direction tuning of HS is approximately sinusoidal contrast sensitivity of the cell. We read from these
curves the contrast required to elicit a criterion response(Hausen, 1982; see also Figure 6B). The largest depolar-
izing responses are elicited by horizontal progressive from the cell before and after adaptation. The ratio of
these contrasts gives the proportional change in con-(front-to-back) motion, termed the “preferred direction.”
The largest hyperpolarizing potentials are elicited by trast sensitivity induced by adaptation, denoted as
DCStotal (Figure 3; Table 1).motion in the opposite direction, called here the “anti-
preferred direction” and also the “null direction” (Hausen We used criterion response levels equal to 10% and
50% of the maximum unadapted response level (Fig-and Egelhaaf, 1989).
Maddess (1986) found evidence for an afterimage ure 1B). Before adaptation, the 10% criterion response
(typically found in the range 1–11⁄2 mV) was elicitedmechanism in the fly visual system. Following exposure
to stationary or very slowly moving patterns, the after- by a grating of 5% contrast. After adaptation, a grating
of 22% contrast was required, giving a 4.4-fold de-image causes profound changes to the response char-
acteristics of wide-field cells (e.g., oscillating responses crease in overall contrast sensitivity, DCStotal, 10% 5 4.4.
Taking similar measurements for the 50% criterion levelin response to moving gratings; Maddess, 1986). To
avoid the confounding effects of this phenomenon, we (around 6 mV), we find a similar decrease in sensitivity,
DCStotal, 50% 5 4.7.only used gratings with moderate or high temporal fre-
quencies (5 Hz or above) in all the experiments described Three obvious changes in the contrast-response func-
tion reduce the contrast sensitivity. (1) Contrast gainhere. A detailed analysis of afterimage effects in hoverfly
HS cells is forthcoming (Harris et al., unpublished data). reduction: the sigmoidal curve relating response and
log contrast is shifted to the right. (2) After-potential:
adaptation also induces an after-hyperpolarization. ThisContrast Sensitivity before and after
Motion Adaptation shifts the contrast-response function vertically down-
ward, decreasing the cell’s contrast sensitivity becauseFigure 1B plots the response of HS cells to sinusoidal
gratings of different contrasts before and after motion a higher contrast is required to elicit a particular criterion
response from the cell following adaptation. In Figureadaptation. Both the test and adapting stimuli moved
in the preferred direction. 1B, this hyperpolarization is z11⁄4 mV and leaves the cell
hyperpolarized relative to its unadapted resting levelBefore and after adaptation, the cell shows a sigmoi-
dal relationship between response and log contrast. The up to test contrasts of around 25%. (3) Output range
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Table 1. Summary of Changes in Contrast Sensitivity of HS Cells following Adaptation with Motion and Flicker Stimuli
Proportion of Overall Reduc-
tion in Contrast Sensitivity At-
DCStotal DCSgain tributable to Gain Reduction
Test Stimulus Adapting Stimulus 10% 50% 10% 50% 10% 50%
Figure 1
Preferred Preferred 4.4 4.7 3.4 3.5 71% 68%
Figure 2
Preferred Preferred 4.9 6.2a 3.1 3.0 54% 39%
Preferred Anti-Preferred 1.2 2.6 2.7 3.0 N/Ac N/Ac
Anti-Preferred Preferred N/Ab 2.2 4.0 3.5 N/Ab N/Ac
Anti-Preferred Anti-Preferred 4.4 3.4 4.0 3.2 88% 92%
Figure 4
Preferred Preferred 4.5 4.6 3.6 3.4 74% 66%
Preferred Wide-Field Flicker 1.5 1.7 1.3 1.5 60% 71%
Preferred Local Flicker 1.9 1.6 1.8 1.6 88% 100%
Figure 5
Preferred Preferred 4.0 3.8 2.8 2.7 60% 61%
Preferred Orthogonal 4.0 3.5 3.8 3.4 93% 96%
Experimental data shown in Figures 1–6. DCStotal represents the decrease in the cell’s contrast sensitivity after adaptation, evaluated at criterion
response levels of 10% and 50% of the maximum response (see main text and Figure 3). DCSgain is the decrease in contrast sensitivity that
can be attributed to the contrast gain reduction alone, i.e., after accounting for the effects of the after-potential. Also shown (final column) is
the proportion of the total contrast sensitivity change that can be attributed to the gain reduction (see Equation 2 and main text).
a Indicates an unusually large value of CStotal, 50%, where the hyperpolarizing after-potential depresses the response such that the 50% maximum
response level is only attained in the heavily saturated region of the contrast-response function (see Figure 2A, open circles).
b Indicates a condition where the value of DCStotal, 10% cannot be defined because the hyperpolarizing after-potential following adaptation
depresses the membrane potential below the criterion response level.
c Indicates two conditions where is it inappropriate to express DCSgain as a proportion of DCStotal because the after-potential increases the
cell’s effective contrast sensitivity and thus acts in opposition to the gain reduction.
reduction: the output response range of the cell is also direction of the adapting grating. Preferred direction
adaptation depolarizes the cell during the adapting pe-reduced following adaptation. Before adaptation, re-
sponses to preferred direction motion typically ranged riod and, as in Figure 1B, induces a hyperpolarizing
after-potential (Figures 2A and 2B, open circles). Con-from 0 mV to 11 mV, a total extent of 11 mV. Following
adaptation, however, responses typically ranged from versely, anti-preferred motion hyperpolarizes the cell
during the adapting period and induces a weak depolar-21.5 mV to 6.5 mV, an extent of only 8 mV.
The adapted contrast-response function can be ex- izing afterpotential (typically ,0.25 mV; Figures 2A and
2B, open squares). Thus, the after-potential componentpressed as a transformation of the unadapted contrast-
response function, Runadapted (contrast): of adaptation is direction sensitive. All adapting condi-
tions also reduce the total output range of the cell to
Radapted (contrast) 5 a 1 b · Runadapted (contrast · c) between 70% and 84% of the unadapted level.
Thus, adaptation to motion in either the preferred orwhere the variables a, b, and c correspond to the after-
anti-preferred direction reduces the system’s contrastpotential, output range reduction, and contrast gain re-
gain (rightward shift of the curve), but the after-potentialduction, respectively.
depends on the direction of the adapting stimulus. ThisThis description is a phenomenological classification
difference indicates that the gain reduction and after-of the changes associated with motion adaptation. It
potential are consequences of two different adaptingdoes not suggest that the three factors are necessarily
mechanisms in the motion pathway.independent or have different physiological origins. In
the next section, we present evidence that the after-
potential and contrast gain reduction are the result of Relative Contributions of the Gain Reduction
two separate adapting mechanisms in the motion and After-Potential
pathway. Given that the gain reduction and after-potential reflect
two separate adapting mechanisms, we can estimate
their relative contributions to the change in contrastContrast Sensitivity for Preferred
and Anti-Preferred Direction Motion sensitivity. We assume that the overall decrease in con-
trast sensitivity is primarily the result of rigid verticalFigure 2 shows that a large contrast gain reduction (a
rightward shift of the log contrast-response function) is downward and horizontal rightward shifts of the curve,
attributed to the after-potential and contrast gain reduc-induced irrespective of the direction of motion (preferred
or anti-preferred) during either the test or adapting pe- tion components, respectively. Because both the after-
potential and contrast gain reduction are likely to haveriods.
However, the after-potential induced by adaptation more complex effects on the contrast-response func-
tion, this is a first approximation. For example, if the(evident at test contrasts below 10%) depends on the
Neuron
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Figure 2. Contrast-Response Functions of
HS Cells before and after Adaptation to Pre-
ferred and Anti-Preferred Direction Motion
Example traces shown on left. Means and
standard errors for three cells.
(A) Response to preferred direction test stim-
uli before adaptation (closed circles) and after
adaptation with either preferred direction mo-
tion (open circles) or anti-preferred direction
motion (open squares).
(B) Response to anti-preferred direction test
stimuli (same key). Each cell’s responses
were normalized to an unadapted resting po-
tential of 0 and either a maximum unadapted
response of 1 (for preferred direction test
stimuli), or a minimum of 21 (for anti-pre-
ferred direction test stimuli).
after-potential were due to an increase in membrane where Cunadapted and Cadapted are the contrasts eliciting the
criterion response level before and after adaptation, re-conductance, this would necessarily also decrease the
cell’s input-output gain. Our analysis also ignores the spectively, and Ccorrected is the criterion contrast mea-
sured from the “corrected” contrast curve (Figure 3).small contribution of the output range reduction (see
Discussion). Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
Given these provisos, we determine the relative contri-
butions by evaluating the contrast sensitivity of the cell DCSgain 2 1
DCStotal 2 1
(2)after correcting for the presence of the after-potential.
Consider the experimental data of Figure 1B. The
dashed line shows the adapted contrast-response func- Applying Equation 2, we find that the gain reduction
tion normalized so that responses to subthreshold con- component of adaptation (responsible for the rightward
trasts (,3% for the data in Figure 1B) have a mean value shift of the curve) accounts for z70% of the change in
of zero. We can now use this “corrected” curve to find contrast sensitivity following adaptation with preferred
the contrast required to elicit the 10% and 50% criterion direction motion (see Table 1).
response levels (Figure 3). Since we have eliminated the We apply the same analysis to determine whether the
after-potential (vertical shift), we obtain the reduction magnitude of the contrast gain reduction varies with
in contrast sensitivity attributable to the “contrast gain the direction of the adapting or test stimuli (Figure 2).
reduction” alone (termed DCSgain). The results are summarized in Table 1. The magnitude
The criterion contrasts on the corrected curve (Figure of the contrast gain reduction is similar for all four condi-
1B, dotted line) give DCSgain, 10% 5 3.4 and DCSgain, 50% 5 tions. On average, the adapting grating induces a 3.5-
3.5. Notice that the total reduction in contrast sensitivity fold reduction in the system’s contrast gain, irrespective
including the after-potential (DCStotal) was only around of the direction of motion (preferred or anti-preferred)
4.5-fold (see above). The proportion of the total change during either the test or adapting periods.
in contrast sensitivity attributable to the gain reduction Note that the proportions calculated only apply to
is given by: the particular test and adapting stimulus used in our
experiments (i.e., drifting sinusoids, 4 s adapting dura-
tion at 95% contrast, 20 Hz temporal frequency, andCcorrected 2 Cunadapted
Cadapted 2 Cunadapted
(1)
0.02 cycles/8). The relative contributions of the after-
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Figure 3. Method Used to Quantify Changes
in the Cell’s Contrast Sensitivity following
Adaptation
The total change in the cell’s contrast sensi-
tivity (DCStotal) is given by the ratio of the con-
trasts required to elicit a criterion response
before and after adaptation (Cadapted divided
by Cunadapted). We also estimated the change in
contrast sensitivity attributable to the “gain
reduction” component of adaptation only
(DCSgain) (i.e., the component causing the
rightward shift of the curve on the log contrast
axis). The after-potential is removed by nor-
malizing the adapted curve such that the
mean of the subthreshold responses is zero
(giving the dashed curve). DCSgain is then de-
termined by taking the ratio of Ccorrected to
Cunadapted.
potential and gain reduction components could depend Adaptation with flicker also induces hyperpolarizing
after-potentials (Figure 4), although smaller in magni-on the stimuli used.
tude than those induced by preferred direction motion.
Correcting for the after-potential and calculating DCSgainIs the Contrast Gain Reduction Driven by Flicker?
A moving pattern causes local changes in contrast (i.e., (Table 1), the contrast gain reduction component of ad-
aptation accounts for z80% of the total change in con-flicker) that could reduce the contrast gain. Figure 4
compares the log contrast-response functions of HS trast sensitivity induced by wide-field or local flicker.
In summary, flicker (local changes in contrast) reducescells adapted to either a moving grating, wide-field
flicker, or a counter-phasing grating that induces only the contrast sensitivity of the motion pathway, primarily
by reducing the system’s contrast gain, but the gainlocal flicker. All adapting stimuli had the same temporal
frequency and contrast (20 Hz, 95%). The zero-cross- reduction is much smaller than that induced by visual
motion of the same temporal frequency and contrast.ings of a stationary counter-phasing grating do not
change contrast, so to ensure that all parts of the re-
ceptive field were exposed to flicker, the counter-phas- Adaptation with Orthogonal Motion
Given that the contrast gain reduction is only weaklying grating was also jumped 908 of spatial phase every
two cycles (alternating directions on each jump). recruited by flicker (Figure 4) but strongly recruited by
both preferred and anti-preferred direction motion (Fig-Wide-field and local flicker stimuli induce smaller
changes in the contrast-response function of the cell ure 2), is it also driven strongly by motion in other direc-
tions? We measured the contrast-response function be-than are induced by the moving grating (Figure 4). Adap-
tation with preferred direction motion produces a 4.5- fore and after adaptation with gratings moving at 908
or 2708 to the preferred direction of the cell (termedfold reduction in contrast sensitivity (consistent with the
results of Figure 1B), but adaptation with wide-field or “orthogonal motion”). Orthogonal motion induces al-
most no response in the wide-field cell during the adapt-local flicker produces a smaller change, averaging 1.7-
fold (see Table 1). ing period but causes a large reduction in the magnitude
Figure 4. Contrast-Response Function of HS
Cells following Adaptation to Motion or
Flicker
Mean and standard errors before adaptation
(closed circles, n 5 33 trials, 20 cells), after
adaptation with preferred direction motion
(sinusoidal grating, 20 Hz, 0.1 cycles/8, 95%
contrast) (open circles, n 5 15 trials, 12 cells),
adaptation with wide-field flicker (sinusoidal
modulation at 20 Hz, 95% contrast) (open
squares, n 5 8 trials, 7 cells), and adaptation
with local flicker (counter-phasing sinusoidal
grating, 95% contrast, 0.1 cycles/8, 20 Hz, see
main text) (open triangles, n 5 7 trials, 4 cells).
Each cell’s responses were normalized to an
unadapted resting potential of 0 and a maxi-
mum unadapted response of 1.
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Figure 5. Responses of HS Cells before and
after Adaptation with Orthogonal Motion
(A) Example responses of an HS cell to or-
thogonal motion adaptation (908 to the cell’s
preferred direction). An orthogonal adapting
stimulus (95%, 20 Hz, 0.1 cycles/8) evokes
little response from the cell. However, the re-
sponse to a preferred direction test grating
(top trace: 30% contrast, 5 Hz, 0.1 cycles/8;
bottom trace: 50% contrast, 5 Hz, 0.1 cycles/8)
is still greatly reduced following adaptation.
(B) Contrast-response function of HS cells
before (closed circles, n 5 19 trials, 14 cells)
and after adaptation to preferred direction
motion (open circles, n 5 12 trials, 10 cells)
or orthogonal direction motion (908 or 2708 to
the cell’s preferred direction, open squares,
n 5 7 trials, 6 cells).
of response to a subsequent preferred direction test ferent directions (Figure 6A). All directions of adapting
motion cause a similar reduction in response to the teststimulus (Figure 5A). Orthogonal motion induces a large
change in the cell’s overall contrast sensitivity similar to grating, indicating that all adapting directions induce
a similar reduction in the system’s contrast sensitivitythat produced by preferred direction adaptation (Figure
5B). A slight hyperpolarizing after-potential is evident (Figure 6B).
As expected, adaptation with gratings close to theafter orthogonal adaptation, less than that induced by
preferred direction adaptation, but of similar magnitude preferred direction of the cell (around 1808 in Figure 6B)
causes a slightly greater reduction in response magni-to that induced by adaptation to flicker (Figure 4). Unlike
preferred direction adaptation, orthogonal adaptation tude because the response following adaptation reflects
the presence of the direction-sensitive after-potential asdoes not reduce the final saturation level of the cell.
Table 1 shows that adaptation with orthogonal motion well as the direction-insensitive contrast gain reduction.
induces a 4-fold decrease in the cell’s overall contrast
sensitivity, approximately the same as adaptation with Properties of the After-Potential
The after-potential is antagonistic to the response in-preferred direction motion. Isolating the gain reduction
component of adaptation (Figure 3), orthogonal motion duced by the adapting stimulus (Figure 2). To see
whether the amplitude of the after-potential is relatedhas a slightly stronger effect than preferred direction
motion, amounting to around a 3.5-fold reduction in con- to the level of the cell’s response, we examined data
from experiments that followed the same protocoltrast gain (DCSgain, 10% 5 3.8 and DCSgain, 50% 5 3.4; Table
1). Applying Equation 2, the contrast gain reduction shown in Figure 1A. We plotted the initial response to
the first test grating against the after-potential elicitedcomponent accounts for .90% of the total reduction
in the cell’s sensitivity following orthogonal adaptation, when this stimulus was replaced with a blank mean
luminance screen (analysis windows illustrated in Figurecompared to 60% for preferred direction adaptation.
To confirm that motion presented in any direction 7A). The test stimulus was varied in either contrast (7B),
temporal frequency (7C), spatial frequency (7D), or direc-causes a similar reduction in the system’s contrast gain,
we recorded the responses of a single HS cell to a tion (7E).
All four conditions reveal a similar antagonistic rela-preferred direction moderate contrast (30%) test grating
before and after adaptation with gratings moving in dif- tionship between the test-potential and after-potential.
Contrast Gain Reduction in Fly Motion Adaptation
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Figure 6. Responses of HS Cells before and
after Adaptation to Other Directions of Motion
(A) Example response of an HS cell to pre-
ferred direction test gratings before and after
adaptation with a grating (95%, 20 Hz, 0.1
cycles/8) moving at 798 to the cell’s preferred
direction.
(B) Response magnitude of the same HS cell
to a moderate contrast (30%) preferred direc-
tion grating before (closed circles) and after
(open circles) adaptation to gratings at differ-
ent orientations. Also shown is the response
evoked during the adapting period (triangles).
All adapting orientations cause a large reduc-
tion in test response magnitude. Analysis
windows illustrated by shaded bars in (A).
In all conditions, the larger the depolarizing test-poten- The large scatter in the data set may obscure other
relationships between the adapting stimulus and thetial, the larger the antagonistic (hyperpolarizing) after-
potential. The correlation in each condition is highly sig- after-potential. In particular, our preliminary investiga-
tions indicate that there may be an additional depen-nificant (p , 0.001; see Table 2) with a slope, by linear
regression, of approximately 20.15 mV/mV. A homoge- dency of the after-potential on the temporal and spatial
frequency of the adapting stimulus. More extensive ex-neity test (Edwards, 1976) shows that there is no signifi-
cant difference between the slopes in the different con- periments using longer adapting periods will be required
to establish all of the factors that influence the magni-ditions. Thus, our data suggest that, irrespective of how
the response is varied, the relationship between depo- tude of the after-potential.
We conclude that there is currently little evidence tolarizing test-potentials and hyperpolarizing after-poten-
tials is the same to a first approximation. indicate a difference in the after-potentials induced by dif-
ferent types of visual stimuli. The amplitude of the after-For stimuli that elicit hyperpolarizing test-potentials,
the after-potentials are small and difficult to interpret. potential is correlated with the amplitude of the re-
sponse produced by the adapting stimulus. Thus, theFor temporal frequency (Figure 7C) and direction (Figure
7E), there is no clear correlation between test-potential mechanism for generating after-potentials shows a simi-
lar sensitivity to visual stimulus parameters as the HSand after-potential. The contrast condition (Figure 7B)
shows a weak but significant correlation with a shallow cell itself, although hyperpolarizing after-potentials are
much larger than depolarizing after-potentials.slope of 20.05 mV/mV (Table 2). In the spatial frequency
condition (Figure 7D), we only used preferred direction
motion. We cannot exclude the possibility that depolar-
izing after-potentials induced by varying grating con- Discussion
trast (Figure 7B) have different properties from the other
stimulus conditions. However, any putative relationship We have described three changes in the response func-
tions of wide-field motion-sensitive cells induced bybetween hyperpolarizing test-potentials and depolariz-
ing after-potentials is clearly weak. Thus, similar trends motion adaptation: an after-potential (evidenced as a
vertical downward shift of the log contrast-responsemay be hidden in the temporal frequency and direction
conditions (Figures 7C and 7E). function), a contrast gain reduction (a horizontal right-
Neuron
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Figure 7. Relationship between Activity In-
duced by Motion Stimulation (“Test-Poten-
tial”) and the Subsequent After-Potential
(A) Example response to test stimulus;
shaded bars illustrate analysis windows (50–
250 ms following stimulus onset/offset, see
Experimental Procedures).
(B–E) Each point represents data from a sin-
gle stimulus condition. The base test stimulus
was a sinusoidal grating, 30% contrast, 0.1
cycles/8, 5 Hz moving in the preferred or anti-
preferred direction (see Experimental Proce-
dures). The cell was driven to different poten-
tials by altering either (B) pattern contrast, (C)
temporal frequency, (D) spatial frequency, or
(E) grating direction. Table 2 shows the re-
sults of a correlation and regression analysis.
ward shift in the log contrast-response function), and a ferent from the gain reduction component of motion
adaptation described here because it does not generatereduction in the cell’s output response range.
Previous authors have described a gain control mech- a steady decay in neural responses during stimulus pre-
sentation. Recent work suggests that it is a direct conse-anism in the fly motion pathway that causes the re-
sponses of wide-field cells to be largely independent quence of the wide-field cells taking separate inputs
from two mirror-symmetric EMD subunits (Borst et al.,of stimulus size (Hausen, 1982; Reichardt et al., 1983;
Egelhaaf, 1985). This size-dependent mechanism is dif- 1995; Single et al., 1997).
Table 2. Relationship between Test-Potentials and After-Potentials in HS Cells
Hyperpolarizing Test Potentials Depolarizing Test Potentials
Stimulus Condition n r slope n r slope
Contrast 101 20.39 20.05 184 20.73 20.14
Temporal frequency 48 20.16 — 218 20.75 20.13
Spatial frequence — — — 130 20.67 20.15
Direction 105 0.08 — 141 20.77 20.16
Correlation and linear regression analysis for the data shown in Figure 7. After-potentials induced by hyperpolarizing and depolarizing test-
potentials were analyzed separately for each of the four stimulus conditions. Bold type indicates a correlation coefficient (r) significantly
different from zero, (r 5 0, two-tailed t test, p , 0.001). If r is significant, the linear regression coefficient (slope) is also shown. A homogeneity
test (Edwards, 1976) of the slopes for depolarizing test-potentials (far right column) suggests that they are drawn from the same population
(F test, degrees of freedom: 3 and 665, p . 0.1).
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After-Potentials The reduction in output range may be related to the
after-potential. Indeed, if hyperpolarizing after-poten-The amplitude of the after-potential is closely correlated
with the response induced by the adapting stimulus tials are the result of opening ion channels in the wide-
field cell (Du¨rr, 1998), one would expect to see a de-(Figure 7), but it is not clear whether the after-potential
is causally dependent on the activity induced during the crease in the overall input-output gain of the cell and a
reduction in total output range. The size of this gainadapting period or even if the after-potential necessarily
originates in the HS cell itself. Further experiments are reduction would depend on the magnitude of the con-
ductance changes involved. Further experiments andrequired to clarify these issues. However, our observa-
tions suggest that the after-potential is recruited when- modeling are required to determine the properties and
physiological origin of the output range reduction.ever the cell is driven, irrespective of the particular visual
properties of the stimulus (spatial frequency, temporal Our quantitative analysis of the changes in the log
contrast-response curve (Figure 3) assumed that thefrequency, contrast, or direction). This is consistent with
a purely activity-dependent form of adaptation: the output range reduction has negligible effect on the cell’s
overall contrast sensitivity. This is a fair assumption asgreater the depolarizing activity induced during the
adapting period, the larger the hyperpolarizing after- a first approximation since in any one adaptation condi-
tion, DCSgain evaluated at 10% criterion response levelpotential.
Antagonistic aftereffects following adaptation have is approximately equal to DCSgain evaluated at 50% crite-
rion level. This pattern is consistent with a rigid rightwardpreviously been reported in blowfly wide-field cells, and
as found in our study, those following preferred direction shift of the curve: if the function had been compressed
vertically, DCSgain should increase with increasing crite-stimuli were stronger than those following anti-preferred
direction stimuli (Srinivasan and Dvorak, 1979; de Ruyter rion level. Thus, we are confident that the output range
reduction has only a minor effect on the cell’s overallvan Steveninck et al., 1986; Du¨rr, 1998).
What is the origin of the after-potential? Du¨rr (1998) contrast sensitivity.
found a positive correlation between the accumulation
of intracellular calcium during the adapting period and Gain Reduction
the magnitude of the after-potential, and suggests that The largest change in the contrast-response function
the after-hyperpolarization may be mediated by cal- following motion adaptation is the 3.5-fold reduction in
cium-activated potassium conductances in the wide- contrast gain (Figure 1), as quantified by our measure
field cell. This is consistent with our observation that DCSgain (Figure 3; Table 1). Surprisingly, adapting motion
hyperpolarizing after-potentials are closely related to presented in any direction induces a similar gain reduc-
the membrane potential evoked during the adapting pe- tion, including orthogonal motion that evokes no re-
riod (Figure 7), because calcium accumulation is itself sponse from the cell during the adaptation period (Fig-
positively correlated with membrane depolarization ures 5 and 6). However, adaptation with wide-field or
(Egelhaaf and Borst, 1995; Du¨rr, 1998). We also found local flickering stimuli induces a much smaller reduction
that adaptation with flicker (Figure 4) or orthogonal in contrast gain (Figure 4). Thus, we conclude that mo-
motion (Figure 5) induces a weak hyperpolarizing after- tion adaptation involves a contrast gain reduction com-
potential. As far as we are aware, no studies have exam- ponent that is primarily driven by moving stimuli, but is
ined calcium accumulation in response to flicker or or- direction insensitive. The small reduction in gain induced
thogonal motion. by flicker (Figure 4) may be due to weak activation of
Calcium accumulation in HS cells is probably not as- the same contrast gain control mechanism that is re-
sociated with the other components of adaptation. The cruited by motion or could reflect the existence of a
contrast gain reduction, output range reduction, and separate, flicker-sensitive, gain control mechanism.
depolarizing after-potential can all be induced by adap- What is the physiological basis for the contrast gain
tation with anti-preferred motion (Figures 2A and 2B, reduction? Maddess and Laughlin (1985) demonstrated
open squares), which causes no change in the intracellu- that a powerful component of motion adaptation is reti-
lar calcium concentration of wide-field cells (Egelhaaf notopic. Our preliminary experiments support this find-
and Borst, 1995; Du¨rr, 1998). ing—a rightward shift of the log contrast-response curve
is observed only when the test stimulus is presented to
the same location as the adapting stimulus. This sug-Output Range Reduction
The origin of the reduction in the output (voltage) range gests that the gain reduction either occurs in retinotopic
elements presynaptic to the wide-field cell or is a local-of the cell following adaptation is unclear. It does not
appear to be related to the contrast gain reduction com- ized process occurring on the dendrites of the wide-
field cell. Our data do not allow us to be more specific;ponent of adaptation because adaptation with flicker
or orthogonal motion induces a profound reduction in the gain reduction could occur at any stage of the motion
pathway—before, during, or after motion correlation.contrast sensitivity without a clear reduction in the cell’s
final saturation level (Figures 4 and 5). However, the The major challenge for any account of adaptation is
that motion in any direction induces a large contrastcell’s response range does decrease after adaptation
to either preferred or anti-preferred direction motion gain reduction (Figures 5 and 6) while flicker does not
(Figure 4). Simple activity-dependent models (where the(Figures 1 and 2). This implies that, like the after-poten-
tial, the reduction in output response range is an activity- gain of an element is regulated according to its own
activity) predict strong adaptation to contrast flicker ifdependent form of adaptation, only induced by adapting
stimuli that cause sustained depolarization or hyperpo- the adapting element is located before motion correla-
tion or directional tuning if it is located after correlation.larization.
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Our data points to a more complex mechanism for adap- not been used to study other adapting directions. It
would be interesting to know whether our finding thattation where the responses of the adapting element are
regulated by an external signal that is both motion de- the decrease in contrast gain is direction independent
(Figure 5) also holds for the human visual system.pendent and direction insensitive. Unfortunately, the
anatomy and physiology of the visual pathways leading
to the wide-field lobula plate cells is unclear, making Adaptation and Coding
it difficult to formulate precise hypotheses about the Our previous work (Harris et al., 1999) demonstrates that
physiological mechanisms of adaptation. motion adaptation does not alter the inherent velocity
optimum of fly motion detectors. Instead, adaptation
involves at least two components (the after-potentialSimilarities with Mammalian Neurons
Parallels between adaptation in fly neurons and motion- and gain reduction), both of which reduce the system’s
contrast sensitivity. Why does the system adapt to highsensitive units in mammals suggest common principles
governing the neural coding of motion in diverse spe- image speeds by reducing its sensitivity to contrast?
The correlation model of motion detection suggestscies. In the wallaby NOT (nucleus of the optic tract),
Ibbotson et al. (1998) report a decrease in response that each correlator contains an expansive nonlinearity
(multiplication). This would make the correlator outputmagnitude following adaptation (Maddess and Laughlin,
1985) accompanied by a shortening of responses to particularly sensitive to the magnitude of the input sig-
nals and so potentially vulnerable to saturation. Wetransient image motion (Maddess, 1986; de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1986) but no change in temporal fre- suggest that the after-potential and gain reduction serve
to release the motion pathway from this saturation,quency optimum (Harris et al., 1999). Thus, motion adap-
tation in both the blowfly and wallaby seems to have allowing it to maintain high sensitivity across a wide
range of stimulus conditions. The after-potential actsremarkably similar consequences.
Comparison with electrophysiological studies in other antagonistically to recent activity in the cell, reposition-
ing the cell’s responses within the available signalingmammals is more difficult because despite several stud-
ies (Maffei et al., 1973; Vautin and Berkley, 1977; von range. By analogy with the retina (Laughlin, 1994), this
type of subtractive mechanism may exploit correlationsder Heydt et al., 1978; Hammond et al., 1985; Marlin et
al., 1988), even the basic properties of adaptation to in continuous signals, reduce redundancy, and maintain
the operation of synapses in favorable regions of theirmoving patterns remain unclear. Giaschi et al. (1993)
note that the only consistent finding has been a reduc- input-output functions.
Similarly, the gain reduction component of adaptationtion in response magnitude with continued exposure to
preferred direction motion. Pursuing this topic, Giaschi scales down the magnitude of signals in the motion
pathway. Our data does not demonstrate whether gainet al. (1993) report that adaptation with preferred or
nonpreferred direction typically reduces the overall gain reduction occurs before or after motion correlation, but
if the correlator nonlinearity is to be protected from satu-of simple and complex cells, while simple cells also
show evidence of an additional process specific to pre- ration, the gain control should act on the inputs. Further-
more, since the output of the correlators depends onferred direction adaptation. This is broadly similar to
our results in the fly: both preferred and anti-preferred the spatiotemporal correlation between the input signals
as well as their magnitude, this gain control would bemotions reduce contrast gain, while the after-potential
depends on the direction of adapting motion (Figure 2). best regulated by the magnitude of the correlator output,
not the magnitude of the inputs. This is consistent with
our observation that adaptation is recruited by motionParallels with Human Psychophysics
but not flicker (Figure 4). The fact that fly and mammalianIn human observers, prolonged exposure to rapidly
neurons exhibit similar forms of adaptation suggestsmoving patterns alters the perceived velocity of subse-
that the limited signaling capacity of individual neuronsquently presented stimuli (Thompson, 1981; Stone and
is a serious constraint at the levels at which motion isThompson, 1992; Clifford and Langley, 1996; Bex et
extracted. Adaptation mechanisms that regulate inputal., 1999). Perceived velocity also depends on pattern
amplitude to protect vulnerable nonlinear operationscontrast: a high-contrast pattern is perceived as moving
from saturation could be useful in a wide variety of neuralfaster than the same pattern presented at a lower con-
circuits.trast (Thompson, 1982). Mu¨ller and Greenlee (1994) ex-
amined the interaction of these two effects and found
that motion adaptation reduces the effect of contrast The Advantages of Nondirectional Adaptation
Why are HS cells and apparently some cortical neuronson perceived velocity.
If we assume that the responses we record in wide- (Giaschi et al., 1993) strongly adapted by motion that
does not strongly excite them? For a fly, prolonged ex-field cells are analogous to the “perceived speeds” mea-
sured by Mu¨ller and Greenlee (1994), fly neurons (Figure posure to just one component of high-speed optic flow
is unlikely in a behavioral context. Instead, high retinal1B) mirror the psychophysical observation that in-
creasing pattern contrast increases perceived velocity image speeds are likely to be experienced during chas-
ing or escape behavior, which will transiently generate(Thompson, 1982). Furthermore, the gain of the relation-
ship between pattern contrast and wide-field cell re- many forms of optic flow. Thus, if the fly experiences
high velocity in one direction, it is likely to experiencesponse is greatly reduced following adaptation, just as
Mu¨ller and Greenlee (1994) find the relationship between high velocities in other directions, too. Instead of adapt-
ing individual detectors based on their own activity, per-contrast and perceived speed to be reduced. To our
knowledge, Mu¨ller and Greenlee’s (1994) method has haps it is more appropriate to adapt all detectors simul-
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cell types (HSN, HSNE, HSE, and HSS; Hausen, 1982; O’Carroll ettaneously when any of them are strongly activated. Such
al., 1997) showed similar responses to the adaptation protocols“system-wide” adaptation also preserves the relative
used in the study.activity between different detectors, perhaps simplifying
subsequent neural processing. Contrast-Response Protocol
A nondirectional “system-wide” mechanism has the The following protocol was used to determine the contrast-response
additional advantage that it preserves patterns of rela- function of a wide-field cell before and after motion adaptation.
A sinusoidal test grating (5 Hz, 0.1 cycles/8) was presented for 1 stive sensitivity and direction tuning within a neuron’s
at the test contrast. The screen was then blanked to mean luminancereceptive field. Maps of the local direction selectivity of
for 500 ms and followed by presentation of the adapting stimulus,several classes of wide-field cell provide strong evi-
a high-contrast (95%) sinusoidal grating (0.02 cycles/8, 20 Hz), for
dence that wide-field cells constitute a system of 4 s. For experiments where we investigated the effects of adapting
matched filters for decomposing visual flow fields in grating direction (Figures 5 and 6), the adapting grating had the
order to recover information about self-motion (Krapp same spatial frequency as the test grating (0.1 cycles/8). After the
adapting period, the test grating was immediately represented forand Hengstenberg, 1996; Krapp et al., 1998; Krapp,
1 s. The screen was blanked to mean luminance for at least 5 s1999). A similar role has been ascribed to cells in area
before the beginning of the next trial.MST of the primate visual cortex (Duffy and Wurtz,
This protocol was repeated for between 12 and 20 different test
1991a, 1991b). contrasts between 0% and 95%, and repeated between 1 and 3
This argument assumes that other wide-field cells times for each test contrast. We defined the cell’s response to the
(tuned to different components of optic flow) behave in test gratings as the mean membrane potential between 100 and
300 ms following stimulus onset (windows illustrated in Figure 1A).a similar way to HS—i.e., greatly reducing their gain
Our conclusions do not depend critically on this choice of analysisfollowing adaptation with motion presented in any direc-
windows—similar results are found using any window located be-tion. Our preliminary experiments on another class of
tween 50 and 500 ms following stimulus onset.
wide-field cells (VS) indicate that they do indeed share For the data shown in Figure 4, flickering stimuli were used to
this property. adapt the cell. Further details are given in the main text and the
Finally, Brenner et al. (2000) recently presented an- caption of Figure 4.
other fly wide-field cell, H1, with a random sequence of
Measurement of After-Potentialimage velocities drawn from distributions with zero
Data from the same protocol (Figure 1A) was used to study themean but different variances. Brenner et al. suggest that
relationship between the potential evoked by the first test stimulus
H1 maximizes information transmission by dynamically and the subsequent after-potential (Figure 7). The test-potential and
rescaling its input-output function to match the vari- after-potential were defined as the mean membrane potential be-
ance of the velocity stimulus. This “adaptive rescaling” tween 50 and 250 ms following stimulus onset/offset (windows illus-
trated in Figure 7A). Again, our conclusions do not depend criticallyrequires an adaptation process that is sensitive to
on this choice of window.changes in the variance of the velocity stimulus, even
Test gratings varied in either contrast (12–20 different values,though the mean image velocity remains zero. We note
between 0% and 95%), temporal frequency (10–15 values, between
that the contrast gain reduction component of motion 5 and 75 Hz), spatial frequency (20 values, between 0.01 cycles/8
adaptation described here has suitable properties be- and 1 cycle/8), or orientation (32 values, between 08 and 3488). For
cause it is recruited by high image velocities in any each experiment, all other parameters were held constant at 5 Hz
temporal frequency, 0.1 cycles/8 spatial frequency and z30% con-direction (Figures 5 and 6). Thus, the gain reduction
trast.mechanism will be recruited strongly when either the
mean or the variance of the stimulus velocity distribution
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